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Introduction 

A set of fuselage piercings intended to evaluate the 
performance of a new piercing tip against various targets 
were performed on a retired B727-200 airframe 
belonging to NRC at Ottawa airport.  

The High-Reach Extendable Turret (HRET) fire truck 
belongs to the Emergency Rescue Service (ERS) of the 
Ottawa McDonald-Cartier International Airport Authority 
(OMCIAA) and has been in service since December 
2010.  

 



- A bulk cargo fire was set in the forward hold of a B727-200 Cargo 
aircraft.  
- The fire was initiated by electrically heating a military specification 
lithium-metal battery pack until the first of 10 cells reacted with an open 
flame.  
- The fire was fought using the HRET piercing tool and handlines.  
- Non-standard protective materials were installed to prevent severe fire 
damage to the aircraft structure.  
- The initial battery pack fire was monitored remotely from cameras 
installed in the aircraft.  
- Only water was applied to fight the fire.  
- The firefighting was recorded on video that included thermal camera 
coverage.  
- The firefighting was completed 11 minutes after the start of the battery 
pack fire. 
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2009. Two explosive devices. No fire.  

2007. One explosive device. Cargo fire.  



The trials were performed to provide full-scale and realistic training for 
the OMCIAA ERS firefighters. They were designed to gain performance 
data on the piercing capability of the HRET aircraft skin penetrating 
nozzle (ASPN) equipped with a new chisel-point tip on various 
thicknesses and constructions of both composite and aluminium aircraft 
structure. 

All composite targets were successfully pierced. There was very little 
fibre breakout on the skins and broken fibres did not impair retraction of 
the Stinger. The 0.3 inch  (7.62 mm) thick panel (T8) was the thickest 
single composite laminate pierced to date. 

The thickest multi-ply aluminium skin structure that was pierced 
measured 0.23 inch (5.8 mm) thick (T7). 

      The multi-pane R1 door window was pierced but its construction 
consumed significant energy and resulted in the shortest protrusion into 
the fuselage.  

Piercing Trials May 21-24, 2012 



T1. Tip of Composite Horizontal Stabilizer.  
T2. Centre of H Stab (Fire damaged). 
T3. Root of H Stab. 
T4. R1 door body. 0.050” x2 tk. 
T5. R1 door window (Str Acrylic & Plexi). 
T6A Top of R1 door frame. Al, Multi-layer 

T6B. 2 layer Al skin above R1 door frame. 
T7. STR 2R, Al, 2 layers, 0.23” tk, 
T8. Composite panel 0.30” tk (added on). 
T9. Cargo liner, ambient deflection. 
T10. Cargo liner, elevated temp deflection. 
T11A-C. FWD Cargo Hold fire 

Piercing Trials 



Piercing Trials May 21-24, 2012 

Trial No. Structure Location
inch mm inch cm

A (T1) Composite A340 H Stab Rib 19-20 0.276 3.5 13.54 34.38
B (T2) Composite A340 H Stab Rib 18-19 0.15 3.81 19.36 49.2
C (T3) Composite A340 H Stab Rib 16-17 0.36 9.14 15.96 40.5

T4 B727-200 R1 Door 0.15 3.8 18.9 48
T5 B727-200 R1 Door window 0.64 16.25 16 40.6

T6A B727-200 R1 door top edge 0.4 10.1 2 5.08
T6B B727-200 BS386, S5-6R 0.175 4.44 18 45.7
T7 B727-200 BS474, S2R 0.23 5.84 17 43.2
T8 Composite F-18 Door 82 centre panel 0.3 7.62 18 45.7
T9 B727-200 BS530, S12 0.16 4.06 18.78 47.7
T10 B727-200 BS720B+10, S12 0.08 2.03 17.87 45.4

20.5 52.07Full Piercing Tool Travel

Thickness Piercing Tool Travel



Barrier Blanket 
AFT of BS620 

S17R - Top of Maindeck floor 
S18R - Ceiling of cargo hold 

Cargo 
Door 

Electronics 
Bay 

E-Bay Hatch 

BS480 BS620 BS380 

Concrete sheets Gypsum sheet 

S17R 
S18R 

140” 

Sand 

Aircraft Preparation 

BS = Body Station, in inches, from a point in front of the nose denote Frame locations. 
S = Stringer, numbered from crown to keel, Left and Right. 



Concrete sheets Gypsum sheets 
STBD air duct 

enclosure 

Cargo configuration 
maindeck fiberglass 

liner sheeting 

Maindeck floor 

PORT Cheek area Normal configuration 
fiberglass liner 

sheeting on STBD 
sidewall 

FWD Cargo Door 

Cabin Windows 
(sheet metal)  

Aircraft Preparation 



Sand 
on 
floor 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Metal 
support 
beams Gypsum 

Gypsum 

Aircraft Preparation 

“Security” film wrapping may not pose a significant 
fuel source but it is not understood if its presence 
would provide a bridge and thus cause a fire to 
spread more quickly.  

Gypsum 



Lithium Batteries 

Aircraft Fires Tied to Lithium-Battery Cargo Prompt New UN 
Rule. February 15, 2012 

Without new safety standards, lithium batteries that can 
spontaneously combust were projected to destroy one U.S.- 
registered cargo jet every other year, according to a study 
commissioned by U.S. and Canadian aviation regulators.  

Shipments of lithium batteries that include those used in 
mobile phones, tablets and laptop computers have been 
suspected of contributing to two U.S. cargo-jet accidents 
since 2006. 



Lithium-Metal Batteries, Pre-Test Demo 

Molten Lithium and high-velocity 
flame being projected from battery 
vents. 

Set-up prior to outdoor demonstration. 

Battery Pack contains 10 “D” cell 
lithium/manganese dioxide (Li/MnO2) 
primary (non-rechargeable) batteries. 
Each cell contains 1 oz (3 g) of 
lithium. Lithium melts at 356°F or 
180°C.  



Firefighting Preparations 

Ottawa Fire Services pre-staged a structural pumper at the back of the aircraft and 
a hydrant was secured.  

HRET truck was deployed in front of the 
FWD cargo door.  



Internal Cameras 

STBD 
PORT 

STBD 
PORT 

Camera locations behind BS480 
Bulkhead 

Remote Monitoring & Recording 
Li Battery Pack 



Seat of the Fire 

Lithium metal battery pack on 110v heater 

FWD Cargo Hold luggage. Majority of 
baggage has “security” film wrapping. 

110V power 
cable through 
fuselage 



Seat of the Fire 

View of main deck above FWD Cargo Hold prior to fire. 



External Camera Layout 

HRET truck pre-positioned in confined working space prior to 
fire. Truck is shown carrying out second piercing where water 
was delivered to B727 main deck to reduce temperature and 
smoke level. 

UGV 



Thermal Camera 

Graphite/Epoxy 
composite patch 

Fibreglass sheet covers this 
section of fuselage after bomb 
damaged skin and 
substructure was removed.  

Painted 

Bare 

R1 Aluminium 
Tape 



Water pipe is NOT 
HOT – emissivity 
of black coloured 
coating shows as 
black 
 

Painted Surface 
 

Un-painted 
Surface 
 

Cargo Door 
 

Resistance at 
connection in 
electrical cord. 
 

Thermal camera set to “Black is HOT” 
 

0:18 before fire starts 
 



Fire Starter 

0:00 

First cell ejects molten lithium. 

Battery case totally consumed by fire. 

Each cell reacted for approx 90 sec. Cells 
project high velocity flame from vents at 
the positive terminal and can be ejected 
from the seat of the fire when the package 
containment is compromised (composite 
view of a cell trajectory shown). 



No 
fiberglass 
liner. 

First heat detected 

0:41 after fire starts 



First water application 
2:52 to 3:39 (46 sec @ 
238 US GPM) = ~182 US 
gallons (~690 L). 
 

Truck-mounted thermal camera. 

Hand-held thermal camera view. 

Firefighting May 25, 2012  

2:41 after fire starts 



Firefighting May 25, 2012 

Heat trapped in door 
hinge bays is not 
affected by water 
delivery. 
 

3:48 after fire starts. 
0:09 after water flow stops. 
 

Heat in Cargo Door and 
fuselage section with no 
liner has been reduced 
by water delivery.  
 

Water flow has 
cooled piping. 



Firefighting May 25, 2012 

Cargo Door is now cold but the heat 
has migrated up into the fuselage. 

This view was not available to the IC 

Heated water draining 

Aluminium 
Tape 

BS480 



Cargo Door Piercing 
The Cargo Door is nominally 
4.75 inches (12 cm) thick and 
has a fibreglass liner on the 
interior surface. This liner was 
fire damaged and although the 
ASPN penetrated both 
remaining fibreglass woven 
fabric plies (the adhesive was 
completely burned off) these 
plies were torn loose from their 
mechanical edge attachments 
and obstructed the tip orifices. 

This chisel-point tip flows 238 
US Gal (900L) per minute. 

32 Water 
spray orifices 

5.7” (14.6 cm) 

1.7” (4.3 cm) 

Piercing through fuselage at T9 
shown.  



Cargo Door Piercing Re-enactment 

The ASPN 
pierced the 

Cargo Door but 
the water 

orifices were 
obscured by 

displaced 
Fibreglass 

fabric and the 
water spray 

was confined. 



Obstructed Water Spray 

View looking AFT towards Cargo Door at 
start of re-enacted water spray. 

View showing confined water spray at 
full flow. 



Start of battery fire  0:00  Approx 3:05 PM 
First significant thermal indication 0:35 after fire start (top edge of cargo door) 
First exterior smoke observed 0:53 (at pierced hole in cabin window T9 above 
      seat of fire) 
End of observable battery fire 1:24 
Pierce cargo door, T11A  2:37 
Start and end of ASPN water flow 2:52 to 3:39 = 0:46 @ 238 US GPM  
         (~182 US gallons, ~690 Litres). 
Open cargo door   4:26 
Handline spot-fire water spraying 4:47 to 5:46 (0:59) not continuous,  
       flow rate unknown. 
Pierce BS583/S4R T11B  7:34 to 8.57 (1:23) = ~329 US gallons (~1245 L). 
Pierce BS720A/S4R T11C  9:47 to 10:40 (1:06) = ~262 US gallons (~990 L). 
Handline spot-fire water spraying 10:00 to 10:42 (0:42) continuous flow,  
       flow rate unknown. 
End firefighting   10:42  

Timeline Synopsis 



Total duration: 11 minutes 

Before 

After 

Fire 
Damage 



Fire damage to cargo 
door hinge pivot area 

in maindeck floor. 
Red circles show 

burn-through sites in 
ceiling liner.  

Fire damage to 
Fibreglass liner on 
inside of cargo door.  

Fire Damage 



Fire Damage 

Smoke deposits and heat blistering on un-protected ceiling liner of FWD Cargo Hold 

AFT FWD 



Lessons Learned 

Aircraft cargo fires should be properly sized up. This 
size up process should include life safety elements 
such as passenger evacuation and rescue of aircraft 
occupants. As they should be in any aircraft fire, for 
this workshop, the location of the fire, its contents and 
potential avenues of travel were taken into 
consideration.  



Lessons Learned 
Once life safety elements have been dealt with, the 
presence of a cargo fire should be confirmed and 
its location determined. The spread of the by-
products of combustion such as heat and smoke 
will potentially migrate into the upper section of the 
aircraft and this might falsely indicate that the 
location of the fire is somewhere else. This was well 
illustrated by the thermal camera views.  



Lessons Learned 
Cargo compartment fires are typically vent 
controlled rather than fuel controlled. Due to their 
finite and enclosed limits these fires are initially fed 
by the cargo fuel but their growth becomes vent 
dependent. By limiting the air supply to the cargo 
compartment the fire growth will become limited. 
The introduction of inert agents into the cargo 
space will reduce or stop fire growth.  



Lessons Learned 
The High Reach Extendable Turret (HRET) should 
be used judiciously. Otherwise its use will not be 
effective or will create additional damage to the 
aircraft. The piercing location should be based on 
the aircraft structure, the location of the fire and its 
accessibility. Piercing the fuselage indiscriminately 
at locations where smoke is visible is not an 
appropriate technique. 



Lessons Learned 
The use of water/foam in large quantities will soak 
the combustible materials in the compartment and 
add substantial weight to the aircraft. This added 
weight can bring some balancing problems and this 
could cause greater damage. 

The use of the HRET ASPN through the cargo door 
is feasible but this forbids the opening of the cargo 
door by the firefighters while the HRET is in use 
and requires the relocation of the HRET when 
manual firefighting takes over.  



Lessons Learned 

Clean agents or dry chemical agents should 
preferably be used since they will suffocate the fire 
or alter the combustion process. 

 

The HRET ASPN is currently unable to deliver 
clean agents or dry chemical powder. This 
capability would add to the versatility of this tool.  



Lessons Learned 
The current length of the ASPN allows the 
application of the extinguishing agent into the hold 
and limits the potential for penetrating too deep into 
the cargo and becoming ineffective if it reaches a 
void space (ULD, suitcase, etc…). For the moment, 
operators should manually extend the piercing tool 
after automated piercing to ensure full projection 
into the working space and reduce the possibility of 
obstructions impeding the water spray.  



Lessons Learned 
The ASPN should flow in one location for not more 
than one minute and the fire situation should be re-
evaluated. This will allow the fire to be extinguished 
and, in case the location of the tool reaches into a 
confined space, would prevent wasting 
extinguishment agent. 

Cargo fires will require a thorough overhaul once 
extinguished.  The deployment of the HRET into the 
maindeck environment laden with heat and smoke 
improved visibility and rapidly decreased the heat 
level.  



Lessons Learned 
Fire damage to the liner material resulted in loose 
fabric that interfered with piercing tool water spray 
effectiveness. 

 

Command should be kept abreast of inside and 
outside conditions.  Firefighters entered the cabin 
during the piercing applications without command 
knowledge and approval. Firefighter’s actions 
should reflect command decisions.   

 



Lessons Learned 
The wind conditions on the day of the event were 
unpredictable and strong. Weather factors should 
be taken into consideration prior to conducting 
firefighting operations.  



Past Activities 

A running chemical oxygen 
generator can be seen 

through the composite skin 
of an aircraft. Cabin windows 

will shrink 40% 
in heat or fire 
and fall out if 
held only by 

clips. 

Abrasive cutting 
through metal 
fasteners in 

composites can 
start a smoldering 
fire in the epoxy. 



Past Activities 

Thermal read-through of sub-structure with 
internal fire in metallic airframe. Areas of 

thicker skin can also be observed.  

Thermal read-through of internal 
structure with fire behind composite 

structure. NO read-through in areas of 
sandwich construction or where solid 

laminate skin is delaminated. 

Sandwich 

Delaminated 

Look for “FLIRting for Fire” in ARFF WG 
News, Vol. 24, Nos 3, 4 and 5. 



Current Activities 

Exhaust plume 

 
Tailpipe 

 
Fan 
Cowl 

 
LP 

 
HP 

 
 Engine running (fan cowl not heated for anti-icing) 

Firefighters need to educate 
themselves on the normal thermal 
signatures such as heated 
windshields, air data probes and, 
on this A-320, the use of the 
fuselage skin to dissipate heat 
from electronics. 

A working group has been 
formed to gather factual 

information towards developing 
techniques for fighting fires in 

engines and nacelles as well as 
flooding-out run-on engines. 



Current Activities 
Stand-off Modeling for optimum 

truck positioning for piercing. 

Piercing Maps (B-727-200F) 

On-Gear Off-Gear 

18 aircraft types from Bombardier CRJ to Airbus A380.  



Future Endeavors 
Cargo B727 for piercing 

and live-fire training. 
Cargo B727 for non-
destructive training. 

Passenger B737 for non-
destructive training. 
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